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AAA Manifesto

There must be something you can do.
There must be a chance for the planet, for a better world, a better tomorrow. You know
you will have to build it, each of you in your own way, but you can’t wait for it; you are
raising your voices for that. You are part of this.
You are opening debates, talking about topics considered taboo before, considered
uncomfortable or inconvenient, using whatever you have in hand. You film, you post,
you emoji, you share. You explore platforms, and expand your personality because you
start on the individual, and still, you believe in the community and its huge power.
This is the moment to CREATE . You have no blueprint for your future anymore, so
you have all futures ahead. You are intertwined in this net of social problems, of social
media, hope, and a firm intention to act, to own, online and offline, on the real world, on
the metaverse, here and there. There are no boundaries, no limits, and you are strong
enough to face big corporations, injustice and inequity using your love and creativity
as a weapon. Sounds naive. The world is ending, so you protest, you support. You are
curators of the digital. You are critical.
There’s no such thing as revolution, but a reconstruction of what your lives and your
society are supposed to be. A new generation is arriving with the force of a young tidal
wave. Nobody will stop you.
ACTIVE ACTIVISM ACT is an exhibition, a visibility environment for new digital and
activism formats and a multiplatform experience to compile and give space to
participation and reflection. It’s a place for new young activists and you.
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CHATBOT
Whatsapp > Notes, Images
and Voice Messages
Links to Youtube, Spotify,
TikTok, Mixcloud and other
platforms
Add Samantha as your
contact +34 639 87 87 18
Developed by ChatBot
Chocolate.
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Artist, singer, actress, internet celebrity, and
LGBTQ+ activist. @badbixsamantha
The narrative (Guided tour) of the exhibition will be
conducted entirely by Samantha Hudson throughout a
conversation on WhatsApp. Visitors will be invited to add
Samantha as a contact in their mobile phones and start a
conversation.
Samantha (of course, it will be a bot) will interact and
guide the visitor through a digital or physical narration
(depending on whether the visitor is physically at the
IDEAL or digitally on the sofa at home or anywhere in the
world) sharing words, images, videos, voice messages,
links...
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XREBELLION

International movement that uses nonviolent civil
disobedience to try to stop mass extinction and
minimize the risk of social collapse.
@xrebellionuk
In the United Kingdom it is formed in 2018, in London’s
Parliament Square.
In the immersive room of IDEAL we will follow this group
in the largest demonstration organized in London to date,
in XR in ACTION, an immersive audiovisual production,
through their own eyes.
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AZEEMA

Print magazine, platform, and community for
women and non-binary people from the West
Asia, North Africa, and South Asia regions.
@azeemamag
This group deals with topics such as the diaspora,
migrations, etc. Azeema, which means “strength” and
“determination” in Arabic, challenges issues surrounding
representation and identity by creating an inclusive
space that celebrates its existence through multiple
creative channels. With stunning visuals, powerful stories,
workshops and events, Azeema amplifies the voices of the
community and embraces its cultural nuances.
At IDEAL we will watch What lies beneath, a film that
explores how our community navigates British society and
how the political social and economic landscape of the UK
has affected ethnic minorities. The film will consider how we
collectively and individually are constantly fighting for our
right to exist freely.
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Artists

MABELOLEA+ARTISTS

Dancer and performer. @mabelolea_
Digitally, via Instagram, she explores controversial concepts such as
beauty and image and tries to establish connections with that which
is sinister and/or comic or childish. Her work in physical/performance
format embraces the tireless exploration of detail. Recently, we have seen
her as a dancer for the artist Rigoberta Bandini, with the song Ay Mama.
Playing, literally, with the body, observing how flexible and malleable it is,
and proposing different infinite bodies from the visual effect of complex
positions, is the basis of her creative proposal.
Mabel Olea curates Embodied Manifesto, where a selection of artists
and choreographers will discuss different positions of the body in their
speculative choreographies, which will be presented throughout the week.
Featuring:
25/04 I LOVE YOU I HATE YOU, Mabel Olea, 12pm - 3pm
26/04 Requiem. THE LESSON, laSADCUM, 3.30pm - 8pm (@lasadcum)
27/04 ITSVATAPHM, AMAGA, 5.30pm - 8.30pm (@amagaprod)
28/04 I LOVE YOU I HATE YOU, Mabel Olea, 11am - 3pm
29/04 visualCompost 4juna, María Jurado and Baz Cuervo, 4pm - 8pm
(@juradomaria_ + @bazcuervo)
30/04 I LOVE YOU I HATE YOU, Mabel Olea, 5pm - 8.30pm
1/05 I LOVE YOU I HATE YOU, Mabel Olea, 4pm - 7pm
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ÉMERGENT MAGAZINE

Printed and internationally distributed publication
focused on contemporary painting.
@emergentmagazine
Émergent brings together established and emerging
contemporary artists from around the world, with presence
in institutions and galleries around the world such as
MoMA, PS1 in New York and the Tate Modern in London.
Since the launch of its first issue in April 2017, the magazine,
along with its digital platforms, has become a benchmark
for gallery owners, artists, critics, and curators, as well as
collectors and art followers.
At AAA they present Subtle Tensions, featuring the works
of artists Maria Appleton, Dahli B. Ball, Joppe Venema, Eirini
Kalogera, Wiktoria Grzybowska, Marta Salom and Molly
Ellison in physical and digital format.
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Spoken word artist, youth activist and PanAfricanist. @xtashingax
Tashinga is a 21-year-old artist from Zimbabwe who through
poetry expresses her emotions and shares her passion for
her point of view. Her goal is to empower and inspire young
people to make a difference in their community. She firmly
believes that young people are the future and they need to
be able to take control of their futures, their own narratives
and create their own legacies. Her poems describe the
racism she faced growing up in Sheffield, UK.
Tashinga will present A new generation, an immersive
sound installation where she shows the contemporaneity of
Gen Z, also available on Spotify.
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Radio platform that spreads black culture.
@theresnosignal
No Signal is a radio and events platform in the UK and
beyond. It broadcasts from London, for more than 15 hours
a day, seven days a week.
They will present a playlist on Spotify with black artist songs
about activism, and the podcast The Revolution Will Not Be
Broadcasted on Mixcloud, featuring artists talking about
their position on activism in their work.
No Signal Radio will also commission ad hoc music content
for AAA to be presented in the IDEAL restrooms.
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Daily Refill of Positive Affirmations.
@afffirmations
The Affirmations team will exhibit Global Self Hypnosis, a
selection of their well-known imagery, creating a curated
immersive experience of “global self-hypnosis”.
The order of colors and themes will create a unique
narrative and experience in the IDEAL immersive room, with
an immersive piece directed by Nemorin (London).
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UNDERSTANDINGHUMANITY

A documentary that explores ethics in
technology. @dr.mochii / @beloki_julen
@hugomur / @paulacrzd
Directed by Julen Beloki, Paula Cruzado, Noé Eto, Hugo
Mur. Implemented by Julen Beloki and Noé Eto for
ACTIVE ACTIVISM ACT
Selected Elisava students will design, direct and produce
Understanding Humanity, an immersive experience that will
discuss the pros and cons of contemporary technology and
its connotations.
They will present a documentary on the current position
of young people in technology – a random medley that
explores ethics in technology.
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NEURODUNGEON

Artistic and musical collective. @neurodungeon
Their first actions have been the e-raves “NeuroXcape”
(Club Cooee) and the Virtual Festival “Nu: cenosis” (IMVU).
They are described as the scenario of the mental dungeon
and its portal is the late capitalist production systems, the
precariousness and the cyberfeudalist. They encompass
a speculative art movement, a fictional musical genre,
a potential tribe, an interdimensional club, and a Sci-Fin
Fantasy corporation.
They will perform live on Thursday 28th at 8:30 p.m. in
the immersive room, offering NeuroXcape [Hybrid Reality
Rave], a rave-party in physical format (with attendees at
IDEAL) and online (on 4 digital platforms, where peopleavatars from all over the world will participate) and, in
addition, it will be broadcasted live on YouTube.
They also present Goblin Mode Healing Station by NEURO
DUNGEON that, following the premise of “your room is
like a cave of universe, procrastination and party”, will
offer visitors an experience that will be felt with sensory
wearables produced by by-wire.net.
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Cyborg musician and artist. @kai.landre
With only 20 years old, but thanks to a technological
sense designed by himself, he can perceive the noises of
space and turn them into music. Since childhood he has
always felt a special attraction to the cosmos, a passion
that led him to design a technological seventh sense that
would allow space to travel to him. Since then, he not only
perceives the dissonant sounds caused by the collisions
of space particles but is also capable of turning them into
musical melodies with which he intends to open a new
path within the industry.
Kai Landre will perform live on Monday 25th presenting
MUON, an audiovisual and sound journey that will go
“from the big bang to the present, here and now, 2022 in
the large room of IDEAL”, and it will be broadcasted live
with 360º cameras on YouTube.
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They explore the potentials of digital and
functional identities at different scales and
media. @does.salon
Design studio that combines design, research, academic,
curatorial and editorial activities, to develop concepts that
involve materials and technologies with the body and the
mind. DOES Salon promote voluntary physical alterations
as tools to express and interrogate individual and
collective identities. They explore the cultural, political,
and social connotations of beauty.

Freelance writer on design, arts and culture.
@joey4_8
A graduate of King’s College, he is part of the It’s Nice
That, HERO Magazine, Dazed and Candy Transversal
team.
DOES Salon x Joey Levenson will participate together in
the digital format of AAA, making a series of 5 tutorials on
TikTok about white cultural appropriation in the beauty
sector.
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Space design & concept

Architectural designers with a focus on work
on contemporary notions of nature, gender and
politics. @we_are_takk
TAKK will be in charge of designing the identity and
concept of each exhibition space.
The constructions derived from the activisms have traditionally been linked to reused
materials from the domestic context: labeling banners on milk cartons, making flags
with old sheets or making shields with boards on a desk. These are just some of the
goal setting shareware that you can use in public space.
The exhibition design has been worked with a context designed to be efficient
(in terms of assembly time, strength and economy) which is that of construction.
Scaffolding, tripods with spotlights, struts, bricks, and other elements associated
with the construction industry will shape the spatial needs of the works.
The construction of an inclined space for the generation of a cinema, the elaboration
of acoustic totems made with foams of sound absorption and spotlight, a bench for
resting inside, an exhibition hall made of post-brick and formwork boards, or the
generation of a stage for performances from a scaffolding structure are some of the
constructions made from the reassembly and hacking of materials associated with
the spaces under construction.
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Day 1 > https://www.instagram.com/reel/Ccx4izjK3Ol/
Day 2 + Concert Kai Landre > https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cc2fYF5j382/
Day 3 > https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cc4825qKpyi/
Day 4 + Concert NeuroDungeon > https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cc7zzPEjrlK/
Day 5 >https://www.instagram.com/reel/CdDW7cADbvy/
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PRESS EVENT AND PRIVATE GUIDE TOUR
Monday morning
Presented by Jordi Sellas (IDEAL- welcome),
Laura Clèries (Elisava – VIBE project)
and Saúl Baeza ( Elisava – AAA Exhibition).
Participation of 22 journalists from different media
(tv, radio, written press, online) linked to general media,
culture, museums and exhibitions, gen z.
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KAI LANDRE – 360º LIVE STREAM CONCERT
Monday 25 8pm – 10 pm
Kai Landre presented live MUON, an audiovisual and sound journey
that go “from the big bang to the present, here and now,
2022 in the large room of IDEAL”, and it was broadcast live
with 360º cameras on YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=QXxTOX34lhk
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NEURODUNGEON – 360º LIVE STREAM CONCERT
Thursday 28 8pm – 10 pm
They performed live the immersive room, offering NeuroXcape
[Hybrid RealityRave], a rave-party in physical format (with attendees
at IDEAL) and online (on 4 digital platforms, where peopleavatars
from all over the world will participate) and, in
addition, it was broadcast live on YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKAY7Ax0i5Y
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AAA EXHIBITION
+ Physical exhibition
7 days (from April 25th to May 1st), IDEAL Barcelona
2 immersive experience concerts
Visitors: 2.236
+ Digital experience
31 days (from May 1st to 31st), worldwide
Users: 1.034
+ More than 15 creative activists from all over Europe
(gen z, between 18-24 years)
+ Media impact
71 pieces of coverage
317.875 € in economic impact
7 tv & radio (80.524€)
41 newspapers (111.997€)
36 online (98.877€)
17 interviews
22 assistants to the press conference & guided tour
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Direct links to the media report & clipping

+ Online media clipping:
https://wakelet.com/wake/RzfqaulWvLRCgOmpszUcO
+ Full media report: https:
https://elisavanet-my.sharepoint.com/personal/
comunicacio_elisava_net/_layouts/15/onedrive.
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ACTIVE, ACTIVISM, ACT: the exhibition at IDEAL that breaks with the
concept of a museum to attract young people to culture. Made by
and for Generation Z, it will give visibility to new forms of activism
through new formats of digital narratives.
ACTIVE ACTIVISM ACT (AAA) is an exhibition co-created and co-organized by the team of VIBE, a
consortium of European cultural agents. It will take place from April 25th. to May 1st. at the IDEAL Center
for Digital Arts of Barcelona and will be online in its digital iteration until May 31st.
AAA proposes a new cultural and content consumerism model, both online and physically, to attract
Generation Z audiences and put youth activism at the forefront. The exhibition will feature more than 15
Generation Z artists from more than seven European countries.
Samantha Hudson / XRebellion / Mabel Olea x La Sadcum, María Jurado and Baz Cuervo, AMAGA
/ Émergent Magazine x Maria Appleton, Dahli B. Ball, Joppe Venema, Eirini Kalogera, Wiktoria
Gryzbowska, Marta Salom, Molly Ellison / Azeema / Afffirmations / DOES Salon x Joey Levenson / Kai
Landre / NEURODUNGEON / No Signal Radio / Tashinga Matewe / Julen Beloki i Noé Etó, are the artists
participating in this exhibition.
Samantha Hudson will liven up this experience and accompany the viewer through a Whatsapp chat.
After adding Samantha to the contact list on a smartphone, she will share various formats with the
audience, such as voice notes, text, screenshots, or videos, allowing the viewer to access all the extra
content generated by AAA artists.
The exhibition will open with an immersive musical experience, a 360º streamed concert by Kai Landre in
the immersive room of IDEAL, on Monday 25th April at 8.30 pm.
Admission to the exhibition is free with prior reservation at this link.
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THE EXHIBITION
ACTIVE ACTIVISM ACT is an exhibition that will take place from April 25 to May 1 at IDEAL, a venue dedicated to
the visibility of new digital formats and activism, and a multi-platform experience to compile and give space to
participation and reflection. It is a place for new young activists.
The members of the European project VIBE (Visions by Experience), as a consortium of cultural agents (curators,
audiovisual producers, business angels, programmers, museum agents and fashion tech specialists), are the
organisers of this exhibition. Laura Clèries and Saúl Baeza of Elisava Research are the project’s curators, with the cofinancing of the Creative Innovation Lab Program of the European Union.
The exhibition breaks with the usual museum narrative, offering the visitor a double experience: physical and digital.
Not only will they be able to explore the exhibition space, which has seven different rooms, but Samantha Hudson will
invigorate the experience and accompany the viewer. She will use voice notes, stickers, videos, screenshots, texts
etc. from social networks such as TikTok, Spotify, Instagram, and Youtube, platforms and technologies used daily
by young Gen Z. After adding Samantha as a contact on their mobile phones via WhatsApp she will chat and share
content with them, be it in the exhibit or remotely anywhere in the world.
There will be wearable devices, garments with printed electronics and software generating a vibrational pattern
available in the IDEAL space: the visitor will hear a playlist through the clothes they put on, which incorporates
speakers to increase the sensoriality of the experience.
The exhibition explores many protest positions implemented by more than 15 individual and collective creative
activists from Generation Z (18-24 years old), based in more than seven European countries. It aims to become a
platform for showcasing and visibility for native digital creatives to expose new discourse formats, dissent, protest,
and demand on critical issues for this generation, facilitating cultural dialogue.
An artistic, physical, sensory and immersive journey with a digital multichannel narrative on-demand. Made for and
by Gen Z.
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Elisava Research (Spain) - Direction & Curation

Magma Cultura (France) - Space

Elisava, Barcelona School of Design and Engineering,
promotes education, knowledge and research in the fields
of design, communication and engineering. Located in
Barcelona, it has trained more than 20,000 students in
its 60-year history. Together with Elisava Research, the
school develops projects with companies, institutions,
and NGOs to generate and transfer knowledge, address
present and future challenges and promote change.
Elisava trains professionals with the ability to design
products, services, and environments to create an
environmentally responsible, inclusive society with a
social impact.

Interdisciplinary and international project that develops
its activity in the fields of culture, education, and tourism.
It is the result of more than 25 years of collaboration with
important cultural centers with a team of professionals
with extensive experience in the management of cultural
and tourist projects and services. They offer solutions to
the new economic, social, and educational challenges
posed by contemporary society. They develop conceptual,
strategic, and comprehensive management projects and
stimulate cultural heritage resources.

Nemorin Film & Vídeo (UK) Audiovisual Production

by-wire.net (Netherlands) - Wearables

Pioneer video production agency in the UK. Partnering
with the world’s most exciting media owners, agencies,
and brands, reaching B2B and B2C audiences globally:
online, social media, TV, events...

by-wire.net works to spread innovative fashion by sharing
knowledge and developing innovative prototypes. Its
promoter, Marina Toeters, works for technical and fashion
companies; she creates concepts, presentations, pieces,
and textile products, for example, for technical companies
looking for new applications for their materials. They also
advise designers interested in the innovation of materials
and processes.
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Monday:
11 am – 3 pm
8 pm – 10 pm Kai Landre concert
Thursday:
11 am – 3 pm
8 pm – 10 pm NEURODUNGEON
concert
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday:
11 am – 19 pm
Free entrance reservation
www.vibe-experience.com
Instagram @vibe.exp
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Team:
Creative direction, phygital concept and
curation: Saúl Baeza (@does.work) and
Laura Clèries
Creative production: Tai Sans
Communication: Maria Gracia
Graphic design and art direction:
Lorena G. Ortiz (@lorengarciort)
Script: Letraherida Agency
Chatbot development: ChatBot
Chocolate
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info@vibe-experience.com

